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Abstract Over the past decade, storage has been the performance bottleneck
in I/O intensive programs such as online transaction processing applications.
To alleviate this bottleneck with minimal cost penalty, cost-eﬀective design of
a high-performance disk subsystem is of decisive importance in enterprise applications. Data tiering is an eﬃcient way to optimize cost, performance, and
reliability in storage servers. With the promising advantages of Solid State
Drives (SSDs) over Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) such as lower power consumption and higher performance, traditional data tiering techniques should be
revisited in order to use SSDs in a more eﬃcient way. Previously proposed
tiering solutions have attempted to enhance performance based on diﬀerent
parameters such as request size or randomness. These solutions, however, are
mostly optimized towards one type of I/O workloads and are not applicable
to workloads with diﬀerent characteristics. This paper presents an online data
tiering technique at the Operating System level with a linear weighted formulation to enhance I/O performance with minimal cost overhead. The proposed
technique characterizes the workload access pattern with respect to metadata
versus user data, frequency of accesses, random versus sequential accesses,
and read versus write accesses. To evaluate the proposed technique, it is implemented on a Linux 3.1.4 equipped with ext2 filesystem. The experimental
results over I/O intensive workloads show that the proposed technique improves performance up to 30% as compared to the previous techniques while
imposing negligible memory overhead to the system.
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1 Introduction
Storage devices are orders of magnitude slower than main memory and are
considered as a performance bottleneck in I/O intensive workloads in enterprise applications such as web serving and On-Line Transaction Processing
(OLTP). The performance gap between main memory and storage devices
has increased over time since mechanical components in Hard Disk Drives
(HDDs) have very slight performance improvement as opposed to electronical components. Based on Amdahl’s Law [2], improving the performance of
storage subsystem in I/O intensive applications can significantly improve the
overall system performance.
To alleviate the performance gap, system designers have recently started
to replace slow running HDDs with Solid-State Drives (SSDs). SSDs, typically
based on NAND flash technology, do not have any mechanical components.
NAND flash cells cannot be overwritten and need to be erased before any update. An erase operation is orders of magnitude more time-consuming than a
read operation. In addition, it is also at least two times more time-consuming
than a write operation. Moreover, it directly aﬀects flash lifetime [7, 33]. In
contrast to HDDs, writing in a NAND flash cell takes more time than a read
operation. Therefore, write operations are more expensive than read operations
in terms of response time and reliability [15]. Another interesting attribute of
NAND flash cells is that they have almost constant performance in random
and sequential read intensive workloads. Early SSDs were very expensive with
low performance in write-intensive workloads. Hence, many studies have tried
to address this limitation by using buﬀers at the Operating System (OS) level
[12, 29]. In recent years, with improvements in flash technology and SSD controllers, the performance of SSDs has significantly improved in a variety of
workloads. SSDs are still more expensive in terms of $/GB. Hence, it is not
economically justified to replace all HDDs with SSDs in storage subsystems.
A commonly used technique to enhance performance in storage subsystems is Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID). Replacing a subset of
HDDs with SSDs in a RAID array will not, however, enhance the performance
since workload is distributed among all disks and HDDs still will be the performance bottleneck. Another approach to utilize SSDs in storage subsystems is
to use them as a caching layer between the main memory and HDDs. Caching
techniques are eﬀective when the workload exhibits either temporal or spatial
locality. Additionally, the SSD used as a caching layer cannot be used as a
permanent storage device and will be a cost overhead to the system.
An alternate technique to improve the performance of disk subsystems is
using data tiering. This technique relies on the fact that not all data blocks
have equal performance or reliability requirements. Hence, one can create many
tiers, each with various performance or reliability levels and place data blocks
on tiers based on application requirements. Providing diﬀerent tiers from small
to large capacity and from inexpensive to costly tiers will ensure to find an
optimal tier for each data block. Due to cost-eﬀective performance advantage
of tiering techniques, enterprise storage vendors such as IBMTM and EMCTM
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oﬀer data tiering in their storage solutions to provide improved performance
with minimal cost increase [24, 10].
Due to the emergence of SSDs, data tiering requires revisiting data selection algorithms and adapting them according to the characteristics of NAND
flashes. Traditional data tiering solutions were designed for homogeneous storage devices that only diﬀer in cost and performance. These solutions, however,
are not eﬀective for a heterogeneous storage subsystem which uses both SSDs
and HDDs. There are few tiering techniques proposed to enhance performance
in heterogeneous storage subsystems [20, 11, 13, 21, 17, 16, 26]. The tiering
technique presented in [20] uses file granularity which is only eﬃcient for small
size files. There are other tiering techniques with block granularity that place
more frequently and random accessed blocks on the SSD tier [11, 17]. Some
other techniques place filesystem metadata on the SSD tier [13, 21] to improve
the overall performance. Although previous studies have tried to consider many
parameters, none of them have used both OS-level semantic information and
workload characterization simultaneously. In addition, previous techniques are
mainly suitable for a limited number of workload types since they consider either a few aspects of workloads or a predefined part of SSD for one access
type. For example, [8] dedicates a section of SSD to metadata requests and
another section to write-back requests. In data intensive and read-dominated
workloads, these sections will be underutilized with almost no performance
improvement. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no comprehensive
online tiering technique taking into account the characteristics of both storage devices and workload patterns. In addition, none of previous studies have
proposed a weighted formulation based on workload, types of storage devices,
and OS semantic information.
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient OS-level data tiering technique using online workload characterization. The proposed data tiering technique,
called Online OS-level Data Tiering (OODT), places data blocks on the most
suitable tier with respect to frequency of accesses, data types (metadata vs.
user data), access pattern (random vs. sequential access), and the frequency of
read or write operations. In the proposed technique, address space is split into
fixed-size data blocks, unlike studies such as [4] that use dynamic data blocks
size. This is due to the overhead of managing and migrating data blocks with
dynamic size is significantly higher than the overhead of fixed-size data blocks.
Next, the access pattern to each data block is characterized with respect to target parameters. OODT uses a weighted priority function to characterize and
identify the most eﬀective chunks for each tier. The priority function is a linear
weighted formulation based on randomness, read ratio, and request type (data
or metadata). Data blocks are placed on tiers based on disk characteristics and
the priority of each data block. In the proposed tiering technique, hot and cold
data blocks are dynamically tracked in each tier to identify chunks that need
to be migrated to another tier when workload access pattern changes over
time. This data migration occurs online with minimal impact on performance.
The proposed data tiering technique has been implemented as a block
device in Linux 3.1.4 equipped with ext2 filesystem and encapsulated in a
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loadable module that can be easily added to a running operating system. To
evaluate the eﬃciency of OODT, several synthetic and commercial I/O intensive workloads have been used to stress the proposed tiering technique.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed technique can improve
performance up to 72% in metadata intensive workloads, and up to 43% in
database random workloads as compared to pure HDD-based disk subsystems
while placing less than 4% of the total data blocks on the high-performance
tier. Additionally, OODT improves performance up to 30% over the conventional tiering techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review
or related work. Section 3 presents the proposed technique, with experimental
results documented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses limitations to and possible
extensions of OODT. Section 6 oﬀers final thoughts and conclusions.

2 Related Work
Previous work can broadly be classified into two groups: a) SSDs used
as a caching layer between main memory and storage devices and b) SSDs
employed as a tier in a data tiering storage subsystem.

2.1 Caching
The caching layer endeavours to decrease response time by temporarily
storing user data in the cache device in the following manner. In the case of
write requests, user data is temporarily written into the cache device and the
write acknowledge is sent out to the upper layer. The user data is written to
the permanent storage device later on. In case of read requests, the requested
data is transferred to the cache device for future references. If a cached user
data is never referenced again, performance will not be improved. Due to high
$/GB, designers use SSDs to store only performance critical and hot data
blocks. Early SSDs had low random write performance. To address this issue,
[34] suggested incorporating log-based write cache in a HDD device to decrease
the number of writes issued to SSDs. Recent SSDs demonstrate an improved
performance on random writes and the state-of-the art cache designs consider
using SSDs as a faster device for all workloads and request types [18, 8].
To improve storage performance, [27] utilized a SSD cache between the
main memory and HDDs. This technique selects data blocks for caching on
the SSD based on their access pattern. For each data block, the number of
random reads, random writes, sequential reads, and sequential writes will be
stored and based on these parameters, blocks will be chosen to enter into the
SSD cache.
The caching technique proposed in [18], called Azor, uses a hash function
to allocate a cache line for each page. A page is placed in the cache if it has
higher priority than the existing page in the cache line. Filesystem metadata
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pages have the highest priority. Pages with the highest access frequency receive
the next highest priority. In this technique, cold metadata pages have higher
priority than hot data pages. Thus, the cache will be filled with cold metadata
pages after a while and the cache hit ratio will be decreased significantly.
Another caching technique, called Hystor, has been proposed in [8]. This
technique splits a SSD into three regions. The first region stores filesystem
metadata pages similar to Azor. The second region is a write-back cache to
speed up write requests. Lastly, the third region acts similar to a typical cache
memory and it is used to cache read requests. Hystor maintains a three-level
table for recording more frequent accesses to data pages. In predefined intervals, a data mover function is activated to move pages with the highest access
frequency to SSDs.
Database management systems can also benefit from SSD cache since
database requests mostly exhibit random pattern. Many research eﬀorts attempted to classify database request types and cache important pages, based
on these classifications [25, 23]. However, further discussion of such techniques
is beyond the scope of this work.

2.2 Tiering
Data tiering techniques use a tier of SSDs for performance critical blocks
and a tier of HDDs to store cold blocks. As opposed to caching techniques,
there is no temporary device to store user data. Instead, to speed up more
frequent accessed data blocks, a high-performance tier is utilized. Similar to
early caching solutions, initial tiering techniques have used SSDs as a storage
device with write performance worse than HDDs [19, 37]. In [11], an extentbased tiering technique has been proposed. In this technique, workloads are
first characterized and then the performance requirement for each extent is
calculated. Lastly, considering allocation of an extent to any arbitrary tier,
the fraction of available throughput of the tier which will be occupied by this
extent will be computed. If an extent does not have high performance requirements, this technique considers the fraction of tiers space that is occupied by
the extent, rather than considering the fraction of tiers bandwidth occupied.
This will prevent cold extents to consume high-performance tiers. Based on
the calculated fractions for extents, each extent is assigned to a tier which
has the minimum fraction. This approach endeavours to decrease the power
consumption and maintain almost the same level of performance. In contrast,
the technique proposed in this research eﬀort aims at improving performance.
In addition, this work does not consider the intrinsic characteristics of SSDs
and treats them just as faster HDDs.
A tiering technique that splits logical block addresses into 1MB extents
has been proposed in [17]. The proposed tiering technique, called HybridStore, records access frequency and request size for extents. Based on such
information, extents are classified into one of 32 predefined classes. Based on
this classification and based on tiers characteristics such as I/O Per Second
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(IOPS) and capacity, HybridStore solves an Integer Linear Program (ILP) to
find an eﬀective tier for each extent. This technique is an oﬄine approach
which vastly diﬀers from online approaches, including our proposed technique.
There are also few tiering techniques that place files on tiers based on file
granularity, file access frequency, and the randomness of requests [20, 3]. File
granularity is not suitable if large-size files with random access exists in the
filesystem, since placing these files on high capacity tiers will degrade performance. This is because HDDs do not provide high performance on random
requests. On the other hand, these files are too big to be completely placed
on high performance tiers, since such tiers have low capacity. Additionally, in
large-size files such as database applications, only a small portion of files will
be accessed and majority of data blocks are cold blocks that will occupy the
valuable space of high performance tiers without any performance gain.
Filesystem metadata requests comprise between 50% and 70% of the total
requests in many I/O intensive workloads [30]. Additionally, the number of
files in filesystems increases over time. This will further increase the number
of metadata requests for storing and retrieving files [1]. Many tiering techniques only split metadata and data blocks and place metadata pages on the
high-performance storage devices [21, 16, 26]. These tiering techniques are not
eﬃcient in all workloads and many workloads with low metadata requests will
not benefit from these tiering techniques [13].
Lastly, a recent study presented in [3] compared the performance of caching
and tiering techniques. This study revealed that caching is more eﬃcient if a
workload consists of requests with high locality (e.g., workloads with Zipf distribution). This study concludes that data tiering techniques can outperform
caching techniques in workloads with less data locality.

3 Proposed Tiering Architecture: OODT
The main aim of the proposed architecture is to find the optimal tier for
each data block using an online workload characterization. The proposed architecture tries to migrate data blocks between high-performance tiers and
inexpensive tiers when workload pattern changes. This technique quantifies
workload characterizations into a priority score for each data block and uses
these scores to identify the most eﬀective blocks for high-performance as well as
inexpensive tiers. To this aim, block-level tiering is used as it is not dependent
on a particular filesystem and does not suﬀer from shortcomings of file-based
tiering techniques in large-size files. OODT uses Fine-Grained (FG) granularity, e.g., 4KB data blocks, as allocation and migration units. By using FG
granularity, data blocks that are identified to be moved to high-performance
tiers will compose of less cold data as compared to Coarse-Grained (CG) granularity migration scheme. The FG migration scheme, however, suﬀers from
memory overhead. This limitation will be discussed in Sec. 5.1.
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Fig. 1: OODT architecture

3.1 Components and Algorithms Used in Proposed Architecture
The main components of the proposed tiering architecture are shown in
Fig. 1 which demonstrates that the proposed architecture consists of five main
components: dispatcher, mapping table, access table, migration planner, and
storage tiers. In this figure, boxes with dashed lines are data structures and
boxes with solid lines are code components. In the proposed architecture, the
dispatcher receives requests from either the filesystem or buﬀer cache layer. If
a request is larger than the size of one data block, it will be split into several
subrequests, since the corresponding data blocks might exist in diﬀerent tiers.
Each subrequest is intended to read or write one data block. Upon completion
of servicing all subrequests, the service to the original request will be accomplished. The dispatcher uses a mapping table to find the physical location of
data blocks and redirects subrequests to the corresponding tier. The mapping
table stores the physical location of each extent consisting of tier number and
the physical location of the extent in that tier. Another table, called access
table, is used to maintain all statistics required to determine the priority of
extents. This table is updated by the dispatcher based on the characterization
of the request.
Algorithm 1 depicts the overall flow from the request arrival to the kernel
module to dispatching subrequests to the disks. Line 1 through line 5 examines the subrequests and creates the required bio structures. endio function
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ALGORITHM 1: Data Tiering Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Split request into subrequests;
foreach subrequest do Allocate a bio for subrequest;
Copy flags from the request into bio;
Set the endio function of the bio;
Fetch corresponding block for subrequest in lookup table;
if block is locked then
Wait until unlocked;
end
Send bio to the corresponding tier;
if subrequest can be merged with an item of the access queue then
Update the corresponding access queue member;
else
Remove last request from the access queue;
Calculate random priority for last request;
Add random priority to priority of the last request;
if last request is read then
Add read priority to the priority of the last request;
end
if last request is metadata then
Add metadata priority to the priority of the last request;
end
Add subrequest to the access queue;
end
requests af ter migration + + ;
if requests af ter migration > migration-time threshold then
Initiate migration f unction ;
end
;

will be called upon completing the request for notifying upper layers. Line
6 determines if this block is locked. The migration planner locks the blocks
when it attempts to migrate. In line 9, subrequests are dispatched to the corresponding tier. The request will be dispatched before updating the access table
and the access queue. Note that processing the subrequest and updating the
access table and access queue can be done concurrently. This can remove the
overhead of updating access table in multi-core systems. In lines 10 through
line 23, the access queue and the access table are updated. In line 24 through
line 27, the number of requests after the last migration will be increased. If
this variable reaches the migration-time threshold (which will be set by the
user), the migration function will be called. An alternate approach is to set a
predefined time for migrations. Both of these approaches can be implemented
in OODT.
The migration planner is another component of the proposed architecture,
which generates a sorted list of data blocks based on their priorities. The migration planner finds the candidate block to be migrated to another tier and
issues the required requests to disks to migrate data blocks. Upon completion
of these requests, the mapping table will be updated. The migration planner
also tries to place data blocks based on the corresponding logical addresses in
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ALGORITHM 2: Migration Planner Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Sort the list of blocks based on priority;
number of tiers ← number of tiers;
migration matrix ← a two-dimensional matrix[number of tiers][number of tiers];
foreach tiers do
thistier ← current tier;
foreach blocks selected for thistier do
if block is not in thistier then
tierof block ← current tier of block;
Add block to migration matrix [tierof block][thistier];
end
end
end
foreach cell in migration matrix do
Issue the required requests for migrating;
Update mapping table;
end

HDD tiers since it will prevent the fragmentation of requests and the conversion of a large sequential request into several smaller random subrequests. In
the proposed technique, the migration planner is called after a speficied number of requests. However, another approach is calling the migration planner
when the system is in the idle state. This approach can also be applied to the
proposed architecture if needed.
The migration planner uses Algorithm 2 for data block migration. In line
3, a n × n matrix is created where n is the number of tiers. This matrix will be
filled with data blocks which should be migrated to the other tiers as shown in
line 4 through line 12. Each matrix cell, i.e., matrix[i][j], consists of a linked
list from blocks which should be moved from tier i to tier j. In line 13 through
line 16, the migration planner moves data blocks between tiers based on lists
of data blocks in the matrix. This might need to temporary store a few data
blocks in the main memory. The memory overhead is negligible and only occurs
in short time period during migrations.

3.2 Priority Computation
Priority computation is arguably the most important aspect of a tiering or
caching technique. Since priority computation determines which data blocks
can benefit from placing in SSDs and therefore performance gain depends on
the priority computation for choosing the best data blocks. To develop an
eﬃcient priority computation algorithm, we have examined SSDs and HDDs
characteristics and four parameters have been selected for priority calculation accordingly. The selected parameters extracted by workload characterization are access frequency, random access frequency, read access frequency,
and filesystem metadata access frequency. We propose a linear weighted formulation with the mentioned parameters for calculating the priority of each
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request, according to Equation 1.
P riority = waccess ∗ Paccess + wrandom ∗ Prandom
+ wread ∗ Pread + wmetadata ∗ Pmetadata

(1)

In this equation, waccess , wrandom , wread , and wmetadata are weights for access, randomness, read, and metadata, respectively. Paccess , Prandom , Pread ,
and Pmetadata are priorities for access, randomness, read, and metadata, respectively. Priority calculations and the corresponding weights are discussed
in detail in Section 3.2.1 through Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Access frequency and randomness
Access frequency is the most important feature for priority computation.
Most of existing blocks in disks are typically cold blocks that will not be accessed in the near future. Access frequency is an eﬃcient parameter to identify
and place cold data blocks into inexpensive and high capacity tiers. As mentioned in Section 1, SSDs exhibit almost similar performance on random and
sequential access patterns in contrast to HDDs that have very poor performance on random workloads. Hence, placing randomly accessed data blocks
on SSDs will result in higher performance gain. Additionally, 15K HDDs provide higher performance in random workloads than 10K or 7K HDDs. Therefore, randomly accessed data blocks should be moved toward high performance
tiers. We combine access frequency priority with random priority into a single
parameter since they are closely related to each other. The priority of each
request will be the inverse of the size of the request and the weight of this
priority has been set to one. The intuition behind choosing the inverse of the
request size is that HDDs have a setup time for rotating the disk head. The
time overhead is not dependent on the request size. Therefore, a larger request
size will have less average response time per data block. As such, choosing the
inverse of the request size helps to identify requests with high average response
time per block.
Since the read and metadata performance is aﬀected by the request size, the
priorities of read and metadata have been set to the priority calculated in this
section and their weights will be chosen based on their impact on the overall
system performance. The read and metadata priorities are calculated based
on the access priority. Since the total priority is the sum of access, read, and
metadata priorities, choosing any value for access priority will not aﬀect the
ranking of the priorities for various data blocks. Hence, we chose the value of 1
to simplify the equation and remove unnecessary calculations during runtime.
Please note that since these calculations are performed during system runtime,
more complex calculations can degrade the system performance. Hence, we
keep the formulation simple to have minimal impact on computation power.
The I/O scheduler in operating systems attempts to merge requests close to
each other to create a more sequential request in order to enhance performance.
Hence, we store eight past requests addresses in a queue called access queue
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Fig. 2: Normalized execution time of various techniques
to find requests that will probably be merged in I/O scheduler, and consider
them as a single request. This will enable us to more accurately identify random
requests. The optimal size of the access queue depends on the number of data
streams from applications. In addition, the number of active application data
streams that try to simultaneously read from the disk is typically small. Since
I/O requests depends on the previous requests, the number of pending requests
will be limited. In the examined workloads in this paper, the number of data
streams is not more than eight. Therefore, we used access queue size equal to
eight, however, the size of the access queue can be customized by the system
users based on the characteristics of the workloads.
To better understand the novelty of the proposed cost function, we have
compared it to techniques used in the previous work. Fig. 2 depicts the normalized execution time of Postmark workload1 with respect to the cost functions
employed in the previous work. All execution times are normalized to a cost
function that does not consider randomness and uses only access frequency to
determine the priority of data blocks. As shown in Fig. 2, OODT improves
performance up to 10% more than previous techniques. The execution of this
experiment on other benchmarks yields almost the same result. Hence, we do
not include such results here for the sake of brevity.
3.2.2 Read vs. write
SSDs exhibit higher performance in read requests because of the characteristics of flash memories. In addition, sending less write requests to a SSD
will reduce the overhead of garbage collection and wear leveling and improves
its lifetime. To develop a more eﬃcient tiering technique, read-dominant data
blocks should be moved to the high performance tier. In order to move readdominant requests to the high performance tier, we assign a higher weight to
the read requests. This means that if a request is read, we will add a specified
1

This workload will be detailed in Section 4.2.1
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percentage of the calculated access priority to the corresponding data blocks
priority. Although SSDs use buﬀers to cache write requests and log structured
writes to improve write performance, write requests will still aﬀect SSD endurance. Additionally, the log structure will cause performance degradation
due to mapping modification and garbage collection overheads when writing
again to data blocks. Hence, placing write-dominated extents into SSDs will
impose higher cost. Unlike SSDs, the response time of read and write requests
are equal in HDDs. As a result, assigning higher priority to read requests in the
HDD will not gain any performance improvement. Hence, once SSD tiers get
filled, we will recalculate the priority of the remaining data blocks by removing
the read priority. Afterwards, data blocks will be placed in HDD tiers based
on the updated priorities. The optimal weight for read requests depends on
workload and SSDs characteristics. In OODT, the read weight has been set to
10% which is semi-optimal case for majority of workloads such as Postmark,
TPCH, and Webserver, based on the experiments presented in Section 5.5.1
3.2.3 Filesystem metadata
Many previous techniques give higher priority to filesystem metadata pages
than data pages [13, 21, 18] since each metadata block will be accessed when
a user tries to access a data block associated with the corresponding metadata block. Many metadata blocks such as inodes are associated to 1024 data
blocks. Thus, metadata blocks have higher probability of access than data
blocks associated with them. To the best of our knowledge, none of previous
studies that give higher priority to the filesystem metadata have suggested
assigning higher priority to hot data blocks as compared to cold metadata.
To address this issue, we integrate the filesystem metadata priority into the
priority of data blocks. Small weight is assigned to metadata requests, since
most metadata blocks are accessed randomly and will have high priority due
to their randomness. Sequential metadata requests which are usually used for
logging purpose can exhibit higher performance on HDDs. Assigning aggressive high weight to metadata blocks will cause cold metadata to replace hot
data blocks. The weight of metadata should be selected such that it is small
enough to keep cold metadata blocks out of high performance tiers and big
enough to give hot metadata blocks higher priority than hot data blocks. The
eﬀect of using diﬀerent weights will be discussed in Section 5.5.2.

3.3 Filesystem Metadata Detection Technique
The filesystem stores additional data to manage user data, called metadata.
The filesystem needs to access many metadata blocks for each user data request. In addition, metadata accesses might be required after completing user
requests, e.g., to update the last access time of an accessed file. This flow has
been illustrated in Fig. 3 where metadata and user data requests are shown
by dark and white arrows, respectively.
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The Linux I/O stack does not have a mechanism to pass semantic information from the filesystem or the buﬀer layer to the block I/O device layer. All
previous techniques that use semantic information have tried to modify the
operating system kernel. In OODT, BIO META flag in bio structures which is
not used in the current Linux versions, has been exploited for flagging metadata requests. In addition, this flag has been added to the buﬀer head structure
since many filesystem requests will be completed by the buﬀer layer and the
buﬀer layer will send them to the block I/O layer.
Modifications in the buﬀer layer consists of adding flag to the buﬀer head
structure and sending flagged requests to the block I/O layer for metadata
requests. In the filesystem, all requests dispatching to the buﬀer or block I/O
layer has been flagged with BIO META except requests for user data. Thus,
indirect blocks and all other metadata pages without a fixed place in the
address space are also considered as metadata, as opposed to previous eﬀorts
[13]. These modifications enable us to tag filesystem metadata requests.

3.4 Comparison of OODT with Previous Work
Table 1 compares the proposed technique with previous caching and tiering techniques. OODT mainly diﬀers from previous work in parameter and
the formulations used for priority calculation. In the techniques proposed in
[11], [27], and [22], each request is characterized as either sequential or random. Additionally, there is no diﬀerence between an 8KB request and a 128KB
request, since both of them will be characterized as sequential. Hot-Random
[20] uses the same technique along with a randomness calculator which is
similar to the proposed access queue but with higher overhead. Another technique to distinguish random requests from sequential requests is HybridStore
[17] which classifies requests as highly-random (<16KB), partially sequential
(32KB), and highly-sequential (>64KB). While this classification is useful, it
will not be accurate when the size of all requests are close to each other. In
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Table 1: Comparison of OODT with the previous work

Azor [18]
Hystor [8]
Migrating to
SSDs [27]
RAF [22]
Cost-Eﬀective
[11]
Macss [21]
HybridStore
[17]
Hot-Random
[20]
Flashing-Up
[19]
OODT

SSD Characteristics

OS
Semantic

Online

3
3

3
3

5

3

3

3

5
5
3(sec.
parameter)
3
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addition, this technique does not consider the eﬀect of I/O scheduler. Hystor
[8] uses an inverse bitmap for storing access frequency and request size in one
variable which is similar to the random access frequency in the proposed technique. Inverse technique, however, is less accurate since it uses the logarithm
of the request size instead of the actual request size.
The technique presented in [19] (called Flashing Up) places data blocks on
disks with respect to read/write cost for storage devices without considering
other parameters such as request size while OODT considers such parameters. In addition, this technique considers the characteristics of traditional
SSDs which are not applicable to state-of-the art SSDs. RAF [22] uses almost
the same technique and considers the characteristics of state-of-the art SSDs.
Similar to Flashing Up, Hybrid Store needs information about read/write performance of each storage device from data sheets or performance tests for
optimizations which might be diﬃcult to obtain. The technique presented in
[27] uses SSDs characteristics only as a secondary priority which will not have
significant eﬀect on performance since the main priority is based on random
access frequency which has a low probability of two blocks being the same.
Most of the previous work that give filesystem metadata higher priority do
not consider lower priority for cold metadata over hot data [21, 18]. Hystor [8]
is another technique that places metadata in a special region of SSD cache.
The optimal size of this section depends on workload access pattern. In contrast, OODT is flexible and can adapt itself to various workloads. Choosing
an optimal size for the metadata section is vital for gaining high performance
improvement.
The techniques employing workload adaptability such as [27, 17] do not
depend on one request type or one characteristic towards performance optimizations. Adaptability ensures that the technique will provide at least a
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moderate performance in most workloads. To reach adaptability, none of the
parameters should have absolute priority over the other parameters. In addition, using a predefined section for a request type (i.e., write or metadata)
is against adaptability. If the workload lacks that request type, the allocated
section will only waste high performance tier space without any performance
improvement. In Table 1, workload adaptability entries denoted by “N/A” indicates that the target technique only uses one parameter and, hence, workload
adaptability is not applicable.
The memory overhead in Table 1 indicates an approximate upper limit
of memory overhead instead of the actual memory overhead, since there is no
reported information in previous work to calculate the exact memory overhead
per gigabyte. OODT has relatively high memory overhead, since it tries to
maintain an accurate data tiering technique. The memory overhead of the
OODT will be further discussed in Section 5.1.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Experimental System
In the experimental setup, we have used a workstation with a Pentium 4
2.8 GHz processor equipped with 2GB main memory and a 250 GB Maxtor
7K HDD for benchmarking. To decrease the eﬀect of the buﬀer layer, its contents are synchronized with disks and cleared every second. Additionally, the
operating system is installed on a separate hard disk to remove possible eﬀects
of operating system or other applications on benchmarks.
The operating system employed in the experimental setup is Ubuntu 12.04
Precise Pangolin with kernel 3.1.4 and ext3 filesystem. The tiering device is,
however, formatted with ext2 [6] filesystem. We have selected ext2 filesystem
since it is widely used by Linux users. The modifications applied to this filesystem mainly include tagging all requests for metadata blocks with a metadata
flag. These modifications are also applicable to other filesystems, too. Table
2 shows the modified Lines of Code (LOC) for the proposed metadata detection technique. The source code of the proposed tiering technique is publicly
available at [31]. To stress the tiering system, the filesystem has been mounted
with the sync option. We set the best I/O scheduler for each tier (noop for the
SSD tier and CFQ for the HDD tier). In the experiments, OODT has been
implemented using only two tiers. A high performance tier is mapped to a SSD
OCZ 40GB and a high capacity tier is implemented using a Maxtor 500GB
7K HDD.
It is notable to mention that the number of tiers can further be extended.
However, extension of the experiments to more than two tiers needs much
more hardware, and requires very large scale workloads to be able to use the
benefits of all tiers.
To create a completely reproducible workload, blktrace [5] is used to capture
I/O requests of workloads and btreplay is employed to rerun these workloads.
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Table 2: Modified Lines of Code in the Filesystem
File
fs/buﬀer.c
fs/ext2/balloc.c
fs/ext2/ialloc.c
fs/ext2/inode.c
fs/ext2/super.c
fs/ext2/xattr.c
include/linux/buﬀer head.h

Modified LOC
9
6
4
13
10
9
8

To evaluate the performance eﬃciency of OODT, the execution time of the
workloads has been compared with four architectures a) a pure HDD disk subsystem, b) a pure SSD disk subsystem, c) three-level table algorithm proposed
in [8] (HyStor), and e) sequence detection and randomness threshold used in
[22] (RAF).
Although the last two architectures originally have been proposed for caching
solutions, as shown in Section 3.2.1, the randomness priority employed in these
architectures have the best performance in tiering solutions among all previous work. In addition to having a semi-optimal randomness priority, HyStor
assigns higher priority to the metadata requests (with a technique which differs vastly from OODT) and RAF tries to place read intensive requests in the
SSD, similar to the read priority explained in Section 3.2. Thus, we have these
two architectures for the evaluation of OODT to ensure that all aspects of
the proposed technique will be compared to the previous techniques with the
highest performance.

4.2 Benchmarks
To fully evaluate this tiering system, we have used various benchmarks
with diﬀerent characteristics. These benchmarks are detailed in the following
sections.
4.2.1 Postmark
Postmark is a mail server benchmark that creates many file and folders
and runs transactions on these files [14]. Transactions are read, write, delete,
or create files. This benchmark generates many filesystem metadata requests
and many small random read or writes. Write ratio, requests size, file deletion
ratio, transactions count, and many other parameters can be configured in this
benchmark.
4.2.2 HammerDB
HammerDB is a database benchmarking tool that can simulate TPC-C and
TPC-H benchmarks [32]. TPC-C queries are mostly small random similar to
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Postmark. However, unlike Postmark, TPC-C does not generate many filesystem metadata. In addition, all requests are for database file which is quite
large-size file unlike Postmark files which are small in size. TPC-H benchmark is a Decision Support System (DSS) simulator and consists of 22 ad-hoc
queries. Similar to TPC-C, TPC-H dispatches mostly small random requests
to the disk subsystem.
4.2.3 IOzone
IOzone is a benchmarking tool for filesystems that is able to run various
tests in order to measure diﬀerent aspects of filesystems [28]. This tool consists
of 13 types of tests which can be run separately or in conjunction with each
other.
4.2.4 FileBench
Filebench is a benchmarking platform that can run many diﬀerent workloads using Workload Model Language (WML) [36]. We have used FileBench
to simulate a web server. The web server workload creates a pool of files with
the mean size of 16 KB. A user access to the web server will be simulated by
reading ten files from file pool and then appending 16 KB data to the log file.

4.3 Experimental Results
In this section, experimental results for target benchmarks are presented.
4.3.1 Postmark
We have configured Postmark to create 40,000 files with varying size from
32KB to 40KB and executed 80,000 read, write, create, and delete transactions on them with 4KB granularity. Postmark has three stages: creating files,
running transactions, and deleting files. Our analysis shows that most requests
in the first stage are metadata writes. The second stage is a mixed workload
of metadata and random data accesses and the third stage has only metadata
requests.
Fig. 4a shows the execution time of OODT and the previous work, which
has been normalized to the execution time of a pure HDD disk subsystem (a
Seagate 7K HDD). As illustrated in this figure, the proposed characterization
outperforms previous techniques. In addition, OODT reduces the execution
time by 72% compared to pure HDD while only 4% of data blocks are migrated to the SSD tier. OODT has up to 16.4% and 7% on average less execution time when compared to the previous techniques. The average performance
gain depends on the range of SSD sizes used in the tiering techniques. This is
due to when SSD size is large enough, all tiering techniques will have almost
the same performance. Therefore, we excluded large SSD sizes for calculating
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for Postmark workload

the average performance gain. The improved performance over the conventional tiering technique is due to the fact that OODT considers randomness,
read/write ratio of data blocks, and metadata requests. In addition, each part
of the priority calculation technique outperforms other techniques in that area.
The HyStor technique, however, outperforms the proposed technique when
16% of data blocks are in the SSD. Since this technique tries to place data
blocks physically near to the highly accessed data blocks in the SSD tier, it
provides higher performance when there is enough space in the SSD. On the
other hand, when high performance tier does not have enough space for these
data blocks, they will only occupy valuable space in the SSD. Therefore, the
performance will decrease significantly (as can be seen in Fig. 4a) when only
2% of data blocks are in the SSD.
Fig. 4b depicts the request size distribution of this workload. Maximum
request size and the average request size are 28KB and 9.5KB, respectively.
Hence, this workload is characterized as a random workload. The proposed
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access queue for eight past requests introduced in Sec. 3.2.1 identifies many
large requests that will be created in I/O scheduler by merging smaller requests. Since most of requests in this workload are small size, random priority
will not have any advantages against access frequency tiering. Hence, metadata
and read priority are responsible for the performance improvements.
Fig. 4c shows the percentage of metadata requests in Postmark for various
file counts. In all benchmarks, the number of transactions is double the number
of files. Decreasing the number of transactions makes the creating phase of
the benchmark dominant. Our experiments show that increasing the number
of transactions greater than twice the number of files will not change the
behaviour of the benchmark and will only increase the execution time. With
growing number of files, this workload changes from a metadata intensive to
data intensive workload. Thus, metadata-only tiering techniques such as [21,
13, 16, 26] will degrade the performance gain with the increasing number of files
or transactions. OODT uses metadata priority along with other parameters.
Thus, it can adapt itself to changes in the workload characterizations.
One of the interesting points in the results is that if the high performance
tier is large enough to hold most of the data blocks, the diﬀerence between
various tiering techniques becomes negligible. This is due to even simple techniques such as access frequency tiering will move all active data blocks to the
high performance tiers.

4.3.2 TPC-C
In our configuration, HammerDB uses a MySQL database configured with
default parameters and executes 1,000,000 transactions. This workload has
larger requests than Postmark with the average request size of 22KB. Thus,
requests are more sequential in this workload.
Fig. 5a shows the normalized execution time with various configurations.
In this workload, OODT improves performance up to 43% as compared to a
pure HDD disk subsystem by placing only 2% of data blocks in the SSD tier.
Additionally, our technique improves the execution time up to 20% as compared to the previous techniques. In this workload, as with Postmark, HyStor
exhibits low performance improvement when the size of the high performance
tiers is small. Although OODT maintains its performance gap with previous
techniques in various SSD sizes, if the high performance tier is large enough,
the conventional and the proposed tiering techniques will have similar performance.
Fig. 5b shows the distribution of request sizes. This distribution is unique
and completely diﬀers from the other workloads, since requests are dispatched
from a DataBase Management System (DBMS), as opposed to Postmark, webserver, and IOzone workloads which are file-based workloads. Database workload patterns depend on DBMS, database schema, and query types. Further
investigation is required for characterization of database workloads. Fig. 5c
shows the percentage of fragmented requests for various data block sizes. We
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Fig. 5: Normalized execution time, request size distribution, and percentage
of fragmented requests for TPC-C workload
chose the smallest data block size, since using larger data blocks will not decrease the number of fragmented requests significantly. OODT tries to place
data blocks with sequential logical addresses close to each other to decrease
the eﬀect of fragmentation while having more accuracy. The eﬀect of choosing
larger data block sizes will be discussed in Section 5.2.
This workload has a few metadata requests and our metadata priority will
not have any performance gain in this workload. On the other hand, since
there exists many sequential requests, OODT will have an advantage over less
accurate tiering techniques.
4.3.3 TPC-H
In this benchmark, similar to TPC-C, HammerDB uses MySQL database
with one diﬀerence: the default engine has been replaced with MyISAM, since
the default engine is not compatible with this workload. The scale factor of
this workload has been set to 10.
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Fig. 6a shows the normalized execution time for this workload. As shown
in this figure, the proposed technique improves the execution time by 50%
compared to running on HDDs while only 2% of data blocks are in the SSD.
The proposed technique improves the performance on average by 3% and up
to 13% as compared to the previous work.
This workload is heavily random- and read-dominant. As Fig. 6b depicts,
more than 85% of requests are 4KB and the average request size is 5.3KB. In
addition, Fig. 6c shows that the percentage of fragmented requests is much
lower than TPC-C workload, which emphasizes that using smaller data block
sizes is more eﬃcient in these workloads. TPC-H queries mostly retrieve data
and do not insert any data in the database. In particular, read requests constitute 99% of the total requests. Most of the write requests are for updating
metadata of database files.
Considering the read ratio and the average request size of this workload,
the only means to improve performance in this workload is considering access
frequency and metadata priority. Since all previous works consider access fre-
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quency and all the highest accessed blocks are metadata, the proposed technique cannot improve performance when compared to the previous work as
much as in the other workloads.
4.3.4 IOzone
In the experiments, IOzone has been configured to run all 13 types of
tests for a specified time. Many of the tests in this benchmark have large
number of sequential requests. Hence, this workload can be categorized as
sequential-dominated workload. As Fig. 7a shows, most of the requests in this
workload requires more than 32 data pages. This fact will reduce the gained
improvement from moving data pages to SSDs. This is mainly due to these
data blocks hlhaving relatively good performance in HDDs.
IOzone and TPC-H are quite opposite workloads since TPC-H is randomdominated and this workload is sequential-dominated. In contrast to this difference in characteristics, modern tiering techniques cannot significantly im-
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prove performance compared to simple tiering techniques in either of these
workloads. Fig. 7b depicts the normalized execution time of this workload for
various techniques. In this workload, HyStor outperforms the RAF technique
because this workload is sequential-dominated and the spatial locality of this
workload is greater than previous workloads. Since most requests in this workload are very large, they will cross boundary of many data blocks. Increasing
the data blocks’ size will not decrease the number of fragmented requests, as
shown in Fig. 7c. Although the percentage of fragmented requests does not
decrease, requests will be broken into less subrequests when using larger data
block sizes. Hence, the overhead of creating subrequests decreases.
OODT has up to 9% and 5% on average less execution time compared to
the previous work. This improvement is negligible as compared to the other
workloads since most requests are either sequential- or read-dominated. In
addition, most of the metadata blocks have high access frequency which will
have high priority even in techniques that does not consider metadata priority.
When 32% of data blocks reside on the high performance tier, HyStor exhibits
higher performance than the proposed technique due to moving pages near the
high frequently accesses pages to the SSD (similar to the Postmark workload
when 16% of data blocks are in the high performance tier).
4.3.5 FileBench
Filebench web server workload creates 10,000 files with mean directory size
of 20 files. Although this workload has large sequential requests (e.g., more
than 50 data blocks), the average requests size is still 10KB. This demonstrates that the web server workload is a random workload with a few large
requests that will be easily detected by OODT and will be placed on the HDD
tier. Additionally, since this workload uses a large pool of files, many metadata accesses are required for accessing files. Fig. 8a shows the percentage of
metadata requests for this workload. As shown in this figure, creating more
files will result in more metadata requests in contrast to Postmark, since there
exists more requests per file in Postmark as compared to webserver workload.
We have configured the web server workload with 10,000 files. According to the results reported in Fig. 8a, this workload has 60% and 40% read
and metadata requests, respectively. Therefore, this workload can be a fair
representative of how well OODT can improve the performance on a workload without a dominant parameter as apposed to the other workloads. The
distribution of request sizes, with and without eight-request access queue is
presented in Fig. 8b, illustrating that the proposed technique can detect sequential requests that will be created by I/O scheduler and help randomness
priority to be more accurate in assigning priorities.
This workload has many random write requests with larger read requests.
This combination is suitable for evaluating read and randomness priorities to
examine if their weights are chosen correctly. If weights are chosen incorrectly,
less performance improvement will be observed when compared to the other
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workloads. Performance evaluations show that our technique employing a SDD
which contains 16% of data blocks can improve performance by 41% as compared to the pure HDD-based disk subsystem. OODT has also up to 30% and
16% on average less execution time as compared to the previous techniques as
shown in Fig. 8c. This improvement over the previous techniques shows that
our technique has chosen parameters more eﬃciently and if a workload has
many metadata requests, various request sizes, and read/write combination,
this technique can improve performance significantly.
As mentioned earlier in this section, this workload has many metadata
requests. Hence, metadata blocks will be accessed more frequently than the
other workloads and any technique which assigns higher priority to metadata
requests will further improve performance. This will justify HyStor outperforming RAF in this workload when it has enough high performance tier space
for storing data blocks. The proposed technique, on the other hand, uses many
priority techniques simultaneously which enables it to achieve the highest performance among all workload types compared to the previous work.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Memory Overhead
The tiering technique requires memory to store a mapping table, statistics,
and other required data structures. The memory overhead can be expressed as
overhead memory bytes per data block. Using larger data blocks will reduce
memory overhead but may cause performance degradation. This is due to a
data block with high priority possibly having many cold pages that will occupy
valuable space in the high-performance tier. Our proposed technique requires
six bytes for mapping and twelve bytes for statistics per data block. Memory
overhead for 4KB and 4MB data blocks is 0.43% and 0.0004%, respectively. In
large storage servers, allocating memory for 4KB pages is not aﬀordable. As
a result, to prevent performance degradation using 4MB data blocks, one can
use a fixed memory size for statistics. In this approach, statistics are organized
in a Least Recently Used (LRU) queue. In the case in which the statistics table
reaches the maximum size, the statistics of the last data blocks will be removed
from the table.

5.2 Data Block Size
As previously discussed, choosing larger data blocks will result in less accurate data tiering and lead to performance degradation. Larger data blocks,
however, will reduce the memory overhead and the overhead of splitting requests. Fig. 9a shows the eﬀect of data block size on performance in the Postmark workload. With increasing SSD size, the performance gap between various configurations increases as well since more cold data pages will be present
in the SSD. Fig. 9b depicts the normalized execution time with various data
block sizes for TPC-C workload. In this workload, 32KB data block configuration outperforms 16KB data block configuration when the size of the high
performance tier is greater than 4% of the total workload size. Since in this
workload, as opposed to Postmark, many hot data pages with sequential logical address will reside on the SSD when using large SSD sizes. In addition,
the percentage of cold data pages decreases in the SSD. Additionally, configurations with larger data block sizes have less overhead for splitting requests.
In even larger SSD sizes, all configurations have almost the same performance
for this workload (not shown in Fig. 9b).
TPC-H workload is random-dominated and choosing smaller data block
sizes can prevent cold data blocks from entering the high performance tier.
Fig. 9c depicts the normalized execution time for various data block sizes. The
4KB data block size has up to 38% less execution time compared to 32KB
data block size. This is mainly due to this workload being random-dominated,
as mentioned in Section 4.3.3.
IOzone is a sequential-dominated workload. Hence, using tiering with small
data blocks sizes will not have significant performance improvement. Fig. 9d
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Fig. 9: Normalized execution time with various data block sizes

depicts the normalized execution time for diﬀerent data block sizes. 4KB data
block sizes only improves the performance by 5% compared to the 32KB configuration. We should note that 4KB configuration has almost 4x memory overhead and since this configuration cannot improve performance significantly, in
sequential-dominated workloads using larger data block sizes will impose less
overhead and almost the same performance.
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Webserver workload has random and sequential requests simultaneously.
Thus, many data blocks in the SSD will contain hot and cold data pages and
the others will be filled by hot data pages. As can be seen in Fig. 9e, the 8KB
configuration is outperformed by 16KB and 32KB when 8% of data blocks are
in the SSD. This is mainly due to the higher overhead of the 8KB configuration
and the fact that many sequential data blocks have been moved to the SSD
tier. In other SSD sizes, however, the number of cold data pages in the SSD
prevents configurations with larger data block sizes from outperforming 8KB
configurations. As shown in Fig. 9e, the 4KB configuration always outperforms
the other configurations. This reveals that preventing cold data pages from
entering high performance tiers is much more important than the overhead of
splitting requests.
The geometric mean of all workloads is depicted in Fig. 9f. This figure shows
that choosing 4KB data block size is the best configuration in the average case
if the required memory overhead can be provided. We can conclude that in
sequential workloads, larger data block sizes exhibit higher performance, since
they have less overhead while in random workloads, smaller data blocks sizes
perform better since they have less cold data pages in the high performance
tier.

5.3 Reliability
The mapping table is the most critical data on any data tiering system since
if the mapping table gets corrupted or deleted, the physical location of logical
data blocks will be unknown. Therefore, losing the mapping table will result in
losing all data blocks. Hence, any data tiering technique should guarantee the
protection of the mapping table in case of system crash or power outage. In
OODT, a copy of the mapping table is stored on the high capacity tier. This
may impose only a negligible performance overhead since the mapping table
only changes when data migration is activated. If the system crashes while
data blocks are being migrated, there is a possibility of a data loss event. To
prevent such a data loss event, one can use a logging scheme on a persistent
storage device to store the migrated data blocks and the corresponding status
flags. With such a logging scheme, the tiering system can recover from possible
crashes and the possibility of data loss events is significantly decreased.
Many modern filesystems, such as ext3/4, that are extensions of ext2 use
journaling to ensure filesystem remains consistent after an operating system
crash or power failure [35]. Early journaling techniques used barrier requests to
properly implement journaling. All requests arriving before a barrier request
should be completed before this request issues, and all requests arriving after
a barrier request will be issued after its completion [9]. Barrier requests can be
easily implemented in the data tiering kernel module. These requests, however,
aﬀect the system performance and as a result, are removed from the kernel
since version 2.6.37. Modern journaling techniques use REQ FLUSH/FUA
flag in requests. The proposed tiering technique copies all flags from the bio
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structures of incoming requests to the structures of all subrequests that will be
sent to the storage devices. Hence, these journaling techniques are compatible
with the proposed tiering technique.

5.4 Portability
Many of the previous works require heavy modifications in the kernel
[25, 23], analyzing and benchmarking of used storage devices [19, 17], or designed for a specific configuration or filesystem [13, 21]. This makes such techniques less portable, deployable, and maintainable. In OODT, all implementations can be encapsulated in a kernel module, except modifications applied
to the filesystem which require slight modifications in the filesystem. Hence,
the proposed technique is portable without metadata priority, and, with a few
changes in the filesystem, metadata priority can be enabled.

5.5 Parameter Sensitivity
Read and metadata priority in the proposed technique are calculated by
a weight of random access priority. The value of these weights have significant impact on the performance. The nearly-optimal values for parameters
depend on the running workload. These values can be extracted by running
the workloads with various values and selecting the best fitted values. Another
approach is using analytical methods for predicting the eﬀect of each parameter on the overall system performance. Analytical modeling of the performance
in multi-tiered systems is part of our future work. In this section, the results
on choosing diﬀerent values for these weights will be presented.
5.5.1 Read weight
Fig. 10a shows the normalized execution time of the proposed technique
with diﬀerent weights for read priority (all values are normalized to the execution time with value ’0’ for the weight of the selected parameter). As this
figure shows, semi-optimal values for diﬀerent workloads are similar to each
other except for TPC-H workload in which 99% of requests are read. Hence,
using a constant value for the weight of read requests can be practical.
5.5.2 Metadata Weight
The optimal weight for metadata depends on the workload and the filesystem on which the workload is running. Analyzing the impact of the filesystem
and its configuration on the SSD performance in the previous work shows that
diﬀerent filesystems and even configurations of a filesystem can result in significant diﬀerence as large as 30% in performance [38]. Thus, we attempted to
select a small value for the weight of metadata in order to reduce the chance
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Fig. 10: Normalized execution time with various weights
of performance degradation because of assigning high priority to metadata
requests.
Fig 10b depicts the normalized execution time for various metadata weights.
The optimal value for ext2 filesystem is close to 15% which is decreased to 10%
in this work for more generality of the proposed technique for other filesystems.

5.6 Workload Generality
The running workload has a high impact on the performance gain we can
expect from OODT. In the experimental results section, we tried to cover many
workloads from diﬀerent applications with diﬀerent characteristics. In order
to show that the workloads are general, we analyzed them and reported their
characteristics in Section 4. The workloads used in this study span randomdominant (TPC-H, Postmark), sequential-dominant (IOZone), read-dominant
(TPC-H), write-dominant (Postmark), metadata-intensive (Postmark), dataintensive (TPC-C), and workloads with no dominant factor (Web server) types
of applications which cover most of the real workloads.
We have provided samples for several workloads which can have diﬀerent
characteristics when configured with various values for their parameters (e.g.,
the number of files), namely for web server and Postmark workloads. The
changes in the parameter values of the web server and Postmark workloads
will transform them into a workload with other characteristics. These characteristics, however, will be similar to the workloads, which have already been
analyzed in this paper.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, a data tiering technique based on online workload characterization was presented. OODT endeavours to place data blocks based on their
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access pattern and storage devices characteristics on a proper tier. Access frequency, random access frequency, metadata access frequency, and read access
frequency are used to calculate the priority of data blocks. To evaluate the proposed technique, a Linux kernel module was developed which runs under an
ext2 filesystem. Experimental results showed that this technique can improve
performance up to 72% compared to a pure HDD system by placing less than
4% of data blocks on the high performance tier. In addition, the experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed technique reduces the execution time
up to 30% in the commonly used workloads such as database, mail server, and
webserver.
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